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Effective Approaches for Giving Performance Feedback 


Case Study 
 


Eric Strong, Chair of Environmental Studies, knows he has a task ahead of him.  Now that he has 
documented Professor Tony Jones’ unsatisfactory performance on his annual review, he will be 
tasked by Dean Slocum to write a developmental plan and present it to Tony.  


In reviewing the case, Eric makes the following list of issues to include: 


1. Inconsistent class attendance while not notifying chair of need for substitute 
2. Failure to post the course syllabus and assignments 
3. Student complaints about teaching quality and lack of coherent lectures 
4. Peer report of alcohol on his breath at work 
5. University being notified of DWI arrest 
6. Lack of scholarship for the last year 
7. General disengagement in all aspects of work 


He then settles down to his task of making the developmental plan for this tenured faculty 
member more specific. 


Questions: 


1. How does clearly communicating expectations in a developmental plan assist in due 
process for a faculty member? 
 
 


2. What monitoring of Tony’s progress with the plan needs to occur? 
 
 


3. What options does Eric have if the performance does not improve? 
 
 


4. Who needs to be involved at this point? 
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The Power of Feedback 


Feedback is typically of two types – feedback for reinforcement and feedback for improvement. 


• Feedback for Reinforcement identifies job-related behaviors and performance that 
contribute to individual, group, and organizational goals and encourages the person to 
repeat and develop them. 


• Feedback for Improvement identifies job-related behaviors and performance that do 
not contribute to individual, group, and organizational goals and encourages the person 
to repeat and helps the person develop alternative strategies. 


Two Sides of the Same Coin 


Feedback for reinforcement and feedback for improvement are really two sides of the same 
coin – they work together to provide all members of an organization with the information they 
need to improve job performance and work up to their full potential. When feedback takes on 
both roles of reinforcement and improvement, it has a number of useful characteristics: 


Descriptive rather than evaluative – Describe observable behavior. What does (or did) the 
person actually say or do? Refrain from making judgments or evaluations of the person’s 
behavior. 


Specific rather than general – Describe the behavior in the context of the actual situation. 
What was the specific incident or situation in which you observed the behavior? 


Use “I” statements – “I” statements prevent the speaker from criticizing, evaluating, or judging 
the receiver. “I understand that you have many responsibilities outside of work. I get frustrated 
when you come in late for our meetings because we are getting behind on this project.” It says 
“I” have the problem and “I” want to fix it. 


Well-timed – Give feedback as soon after the behavior as possible. The behavior needs to be 
discussed while the situation or context is still fresh in the minds of both parties. 


Clearly communicated – Be direct, honest, and concrete when delivering feedback. Also check 
for clarity by asking the receiver to state his or her understanding of the message. Do not say, 
“Do you understand?” A more effective question might be, “What is your understanding of 
what I have told you?” 


Useful feedback is directed toward the future – The purpose of feedback is not to dwell on the 
past; it is to plan for the future. 
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DESC Feedback Technique 


As we consider giving feedback to others, we may have a natural tendency to understate the 
issue (be too soft or passive) or to come on too strong (be too aggressive). Feedback is best if 
done assertively - expressing our own concerns, needs or opinions and respecting the rights and 
needs of others. When we are assertive, we take responsibility for our feelings and actions. One 
way to respond assertively is to use the DESC Feedback Technique.  


The DESC script was developed by Sharon and Gordon Bower, and is discussed more fully in 
their book, Asserting Yourself-Updated Edition: A Practical Guide for Positive Change, Da Capo 
Press; Updated edition (November 2, 2004). The authors recommend writing and memorizing a 
script in advance of confronting a person with whom you have a problem.  DESC stands for 
Describe, Express, Specify, and Consequences. 


• Describe the behavior that has a negative impact on you or others 
• Express the impact of the behavior on the situation or your feelings 
• Specify the desired the desired change in the other’s behavior, AND 
• Consequences if the desired change does not occur 


 


Consider a situation where you are supervising a research project team. You and members of 
the team get together on a weekly basis to discuss key work that has been done. You have set 
expectations with the team that they need to be on time for these meetings. One of the project 
team members has been late to the last two meetings and is late again for today’s meeting.  
 


A possible DESC response: 


1.  Describe the behavior that has a negative impact on you or others 
“You were 20 minutes late to our last three project meetings  ...” 


 


2.  Express the impact of the behavior on the situation or your feelings. 
“…When you are late, I have to stop in the middle of the meeting to get you caught up on 
what was missed which caused us to end later than we planned. That isn’t fair to the others 
who were here on time ...” 


 


3.  Specify the desired change in the other’s behavior. 
“…For our future meetings I need you to be here when we start the meeting at 9:00 am...” 


 


4.  Give Consequences if the desired change does not occur. 


“or you may find that the other people will lose their trust in you and may even no longer 
want you to be part of the team.” 
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Often, what begins as feedback turns into a healthy dialogue with the other person.  Again, 
much will depend on your relationship with those whom you give feedback.  But an assertive 
and respectful approach will be most effective. 


Ideas for making DESC feedback more effective: 


• Use “I statements” – it says I have the problem and I want to fix it. 
• Be brief – avoid repetitive or “stockpiling” (i.e. “You also have done this, this and this 


wrong.” 
• Use non-judgmental descriptions of behavior – “You gave him the criticism publically” 


rather than “You are rude and uncaring.” 
• Avoid ascribing motives to behavior – we can’t know why people act the way they do. 
• Avoid absolutes and exaggerations; always, never, the absolute worst. 
• Make sure your body language and voice tone support your verbal assertive message 


– a twist of your lip or rolling your eyes can change the message completely. 
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AGENDA 


Performance Feedback Using DESC Model 
Model Application and Practice 
Role Play Demonstration 
Developmental Performance Plan 
Case Study – Putting it All Together 
Wrap-up and Evaluation 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 
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Acceptable Level of Performance 


Feedback for Reinforcement 


Feedback for Improvement 


The Power of Feedback 
Two Sides of the Same Coin 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Two Sides of the Same Coin 
 
Both types of feedback should be: 


 


• Descriptive rather than evaluative 
• Specific rather than general 
• Use “I” statements 
• Well-timed 
• Directed toward the future  


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Acceptable Level of Performance 


Feedback for Reinforcement 


Feedback for Improvement 


• Describe: Describe the behavior you want to reinforce 
• Explain: Explain the behavior’s positive impact 
• Success: Help them take credit for their success 
• Coach: Coach for ongoing success 


• Describe: Describe the behavior you want to improve 
• Express: Express the impact on the situation or your feelings   
• Specify: Specify the desired change 
• Consequences: Payoffs and/or Penalties 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Acceptable Level of Performance 


Feedback for Reinforcement 
Describe: “ I truly appreciate the extra effort you put into proofreading 
this report and getting it out on time. I noticed you caught several errors...” 


Explain: “Thanks  to your efforts, the Strategic Planning Committee had 
the information they needed to make an effective decision…” 


Success: “I know our entire team was involved in the research, but I 
want to especially thank you for all of your work...” 


Coach: “What opportunities, resources, training, etc. do you need to 
move forward? How often do we need to touch base about the progress of 
the project?” 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Feedback for Reinforcement Using  
the DESC Model  


 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







What are the DESC Rule Violations 
in this Approach? 


 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 



http://www.xtranormal.com/watch/13812853/he-could-use-a-desc-script

http://www.xtranormal.com/watch/13812853/he-could-use-a-desc-script





Acceptable Level of Performance 


Three Reasons for Poor Performance 


A LACK OF COMMUNICATION 
They don’t know what is expected of them. 
 
A LACK OF CONDITIONS 
They need more help to succeed. 
 
A LACK OF CONSEQUENCES 
They see that nothing happens one way or the other. 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Acceptable Level of Performance 


Feedback for Improvement 
Describe: “When you criticized John in front of everyone at our 
meeting …” 
 
Express: “…I felt embarrassed for him and disappointed that you 
would believe this approach would be helpful.” 
 
Specify: “In the future, I want you to give him feedback for 
improvement in private and deliver it in a way that is positive and 
constructive,” 
 
Consequences: “…or people on the team are going to lose trust 
and respect for you and I am going to have to appoint a new team 
leader.” 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







Feedback for Improvement Using 
the DESC Model 


 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 



http://www.xtranormal.com/watch/13812584/feedback-for-improvement-using-desc

http://www.xtranormal.com/watch/13812584/feedback-for-improvement-using-desc





Skin Your Knees Here! 


Developed by Cheryl Alfred, Director of Programs 







MODEL APPLICATION 
PRACTICE ACTIVITY 


Feedback for Improvement 
Feedback for Reinforcement 







Case Scenarios 
• Form a group of 4 
• Read Case 1 


– Use DESC worksheet to provide feedback for 
improvement  


– Discuss statements within the group 
• Read Case 2 


– Use DESC worksheet to provide feedback for 
reinforcement  


– Discuss statements within the group 
 
 


 







 
ROLE PLAY DEMONSTRATION 


Mary Fisher, Associate Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs 
Tom Gannon, University General Counsel 







DEVELOPMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
PLAN & CASE STUDY 


Mary Fisher, Associate Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs, 
Associate Dean of the Faculties 







Announcements and Evaluation 
• Next Leadership 


Program: 
Strategies for Effective 
Mentoring 
Date:  Wednesday,  
      March 20th 
Time:  10 am – 12 Noon 
Location:  Campus Center 
Room 305 


• Evaluation 
Your feedback is 
important to us. 
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Having the Tough Discussions: Deal with 
Difficult Situations, Not Difficult People  
by Juston C. Pate 
 
     No one likes to have an unpleasant conversation, but 
as leaders we will eventually find ourselves in a 
situation where we must confront some type of 
unacceptable behavior from a faculty or staff member. 
It could be something as minor as occasional tardiness 
or as major as poor performance in the classroom. In 
any case, the fact remains that if someone’s behavior or 
performance is not conducive to the success of the 
department or the individual, leaders have a 
responsibility to confront those issues. If we don’t, we 
become responsible for them. 
     Many problem department members 
are difficult because they either resent authority or 
have no trust for authority. These attitudes make 
confronting poor performance or bad behavior very 
difficult. In the minds of these individuals, the 
confrontation is personal, which places them on the 
defensive. Because of this, many leaders will also enter 
the meeting on the defensive. Just as you would find 
anywhere else in nature, when you have two defensive 
creatures confined to a small space, the outcome for 
one or both of them will most likely not be positive. 
When this type of confrontation becomes necessary, 
your approach will determine the outcome of the 
meeting. 
     Our first job as leaders in these situations is to 
remove the personal element from the conversation. 
This is not always easy, but we have to limit the 
emotion as much as we can. The best way to do this is 
to keep the focus of the meeting on the behaviors or 
the situations, not the employee. The following are 
several strategies to help us structure our meetings and 
our own behaviors when having difficult discussions. 
     Prepare, prepare, prepare. First, you need to 
prepare yourself. You must have specific answers to the 
questions surrounding the situation. Why is the faculty 
member negatively impacting the department’s 
success? Why are others uncomfortable? What 
disappoints you? Which policies have been violated? 
Know the details. Second, prepare your dean. He or she 
should know what is going on and not be surprised 
by any backlash. In addition, if you need to take further 
disciplinary action, you will need your dean’s support. 
Third, you should prepare the human resources office. 
Not only do they need to know that potential problems 


are brewing, but they will be able to provide advice and 
support for many aspects of the discussion as well as 
protection should things not go well. Finally, you should 
prepare the individual. He or she is still a member of the 
department, has rights, and is deserving of ethical 
treatment. 
     Understand the individual and the situation. You 
must have a thorough understanding of which 
behaviors are problematic or which aspects of the job 
are not being met, but you also must know something 
about the faculty member. How long has he or she been 
a part of the department? Has the individual had a 
history of problems or is this an isolated event? Is he or 
she in a role that will lead to success? What has led to 
this conversation? Does the faculty member contribute 
anything to the department? Are you completely sure 
the individual is in the wrong? Have you seen these 
behaviors, or do the complaints come from other 
department members or stakeholders? These types of 
questions will help you guide the conversation and 
organize plans for improvement. 
     Be respectful in your approach. Setting a respectful 
tone for the meeting makes it easier to avoid negative 
emotions. The faculty member will more than likely be 
on edge about the meeting from the outset, and any 
form of disrespect could ignite a fire. Plus, he or she is 
still a department member and deserves professional 
courtesy. Your goal should be to improve or preserve 
the relationship as much as anything else. Isaac Newton 
advised, “Tact is the art of making a point without 
making an enemy.” 
     Stay calm. Your attitude and behavior will be 
reflected. Set a tone that is calm, kind, and professional. 
Any emotion you show will be gasoline to a fire. If you 
want to limit emotion, you must remove any behavior 
that would make the conversation personal. 
Remember, this is a discussion, not an argument. 
Robert Quillen once wrote, “Discussion is an exchange 
of knowledge; an argument an exchange of ignorance.” 
     Set guidelines for the conversation. There is most 
certainly the potential that this type of conversation can 
quickly turn sour. Establishing guidelines at the onset of 
the meeting gives a platform for acceptable behavior, 
the focus of the conversation, and the creation of goals. 
Set rules for behavior and a standard of conduct. Make 
it clear that the discussion will focus on the people in 
the room, not what others have done. If the 
conversation or conduct strays from these guidelines, it 
may be time to take a break or to take some other 
action. 



http://www.departmentchairs.org/journal.aspx
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     Set objectives and stay focused on solutions. If the 
goal is to rectify the poor behavior or performance, 
there must be a plan for improvement. Any meeting 
such as this should end with a clear pathway to 
improvement and success. Set specific goals for that 
improvement and set a timeline to review progress. 
Also, always remember that excuses do not lead to 
solutions. Making excuses for performance or behavior 
does not solve the problems they have created. 
     Watch your phrasing. It’s not just what you say in 
these situations that can be volatile; it’s how you say 
them. Instead of making “You need to . . .” or “You have 
. . .” statements, use phrasing such as “These behaviors 
are detrimental to your performance and the 
department’s growth . . .” or “This situation is not good 
for our success; therefore, we must . . .” Any comment 
focused directly at the individual makes it personal 
again. 
     Be confident. In matters such as these, confidence 
comes from preparation. If you have a clear 
understanding of the situation, the faculty member, and 
the outcome goals, you will be prepared for the 
conversation. If you don’t have a clear understanding of 
these aspects, it will be much harder to project 
confidence. Remember, this meeting is about the 
protection of the department and its interests. It is your 
job. 
     Be specific and honest. If you want the performance 
to improve or the problem behavior to stop, you must 
make the faculty member aware of exactly what he or 
she is doing wrong. Honesty is most certainly the best 
policy, and sugarcoating bad behavior doesn’t help 
anything. The more specific the discussion, the greater 
the likelihood of success. If you can’t be specific, you 
are most likely not prepared to have the conversation. 
     Allow the faculty member time to talk, but stay 
focused. You absolutely need to listen to what the 
individual has to say and should be willing to hear any 
solutions he or she may have to offer—it is the faculty 
member’s right.  Many times the person who is in the 
wrong already knows what needs to be done to make 
things right, and it is better coming from the individual 
than coming from you. The only time you should 
interrupt is if the conversation drifts to someone else’s 
performance or a completely different topic. 
     Don’t say more than you need to say. The more you 
say the more there is to refute. Know the specifics of 
the problems before your meeting and stay focused on 
those particular things. This is harder than it sounds. As 


leaders, it is almost innate that we have something to 
say. Remember that silence it not a bad thing. 
     Give them a reason to believe. Finally, make it clear 
that there really is a way out of the current situation. To 
achieve success, all of us need to believe we can do 
what it is we set out to do. Four of the most powerful 
two and three-letter words in the English language are 
“you can do it.” It is always a good idea to have 
someone with you for these meetings. This could be 
someone from your supervisory chain or someone from 
the human resources office. As soon as the meeting is 
over you should work with this person to document 
what happened. This documentation should be succinct 
and specific and should include an outline of any plans 
for improvement. The potential always exists for 
appeals, complaints, or lawsuits, so we must take the 
proper precautions in documentation. It may seem 
unnecessary at the time, but ask anyone who’s been 
sued or had an appeal filed against them and they will 
tell you there is never a bad time to have 
documentation or a witness. 
     Our goal for these meetings should be to improve 
the faculty member’s performance and/or standing 
with the department, but if the behaviors are habitual 
or the performance never improves, we will at some 
point have to discuss termination. Confronting problem 
behaviors, setting goals and maintaining performance 
plans, and preparing proper documentation are all steps 
toward improvement, but, if necessary, they are also 
steps toward dismissal. As Ronald Reagan once said, 
“When you can’t make them see the light, make them 
feel the heat.” 
     Conclusion: Remember, be honest, be direct, be 
respectful, and keep the emotion out of the 
conversation as best you can. It won’t be pleasant, but 
not every aspect of leadership is. Ultimately the success 
of our faculty, our students, and our department is our 
top priority, and we must be willing and able to handle 
the unpleasant aspects of the job to ensure that 
success.  
 
Juston C. Pate is chief academic officer at Maysville 
Community and Technical College.  
Email: juston.pate@kctcs.edu  
 



http://www.departmentchairs.org/journal.aspx
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DESC Worksheet 
Changing Negative Behavior:  Case Scenario 1 
 
Department Chair Hudson receives notification of a meeting cancellation which provides an 
opportunity to observe Associate Professor Campbell’s class.  When Chair Hudson stops by the 
classroom students are standing around talking.  The Chair overhears a group of students saying 
that this is the third time that the Professor has not shown up for class, he hasn’t been available 
during office hours for weeks and the quiz scores for the last two weeks are still not posted.  
Several students express concern about getting the instruction they need to be successful in the 
course. A few students see you and ask for your help in solving the problem.  One student said 
that the class did not want to get the Professor in trouble but now things are at a point where 
everyone is worried about completing the course.   
 
DESCRIBE what happened: (What they said or did):  Objectively describe the problem without 
making a value judgment or expressing anger or disappointment.  Be specific and brief – avoid 
repetition or stockpiling. Avoid ascribing motives to the behavior.  
             
             
             
              
 
EXPRESS the impact: (What effect did the behavior have on the situation or your feelings?): 
Remember to the focus on the problem, not the person. Use “I” statements. 
             
             
             
              
 
SPECIFY the desired change (Discuss an alternative and why it may be more effective): Carefully 
explain how you would like the problem to be solved. 
             
             
             
              
 
CONSEQUENCES; spell out what will happen if the behavior continues:  In addition to negative 
consequences if the behavior continues, also outline the positive consequences that will result if 
the person helps solve the problem. Express trust and confidence. 
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Recognizing Positive Behavior:  Case Scenario 2 
 
Associate Dean Reynolds stops by the laboratory to speak to Dr. Peabody about his pending NIH 
grant.  Dr. Peabody is full engaged in mentoring several junior faculty members with their research 
projects.  Dean Reynolds knows how extremely busy Dr. Peabody is with his multiple grants, 
presentation schedule and publication activities yet somehow he finds time to help and guide 
others to success.  Later that day Associate Dean Reynolds runs into one of the junior faculty 
members who expresses how instrumental Dr. Peabody has been in helping him launch his 
research and make critical connections to colleagues in his field.  Associate Dean Reynolds would 
like to acknowledge Dr. Peabody’s efforts. 
 
DESCRIBE what happened (What they said or did):  Be very specific. The purpose of giving 
reinforcement isn’t just to make the other person feel good, it’s to describe the act you want to 
reinforce in such a way the person receiving the feedback will be able to repeat it. 
             
             
             
              
 


EXPLAIN what happened and why it was effective:  Explaining the positive impact can help the 
person see the value of his or her contribution and create an extra incentive to repeat and develop 
the act. 
             
             
             
              
 
SUCCESS - help the person accept full responsibility for their success.  
             
             
             
              
 
COACH - for ongoing success. 
Let them drive the conversation. Don’t try to guess what they need. Ask. 
             
             
             
              
 








Sample Faculty Written Performance Plan 


Dear Dr.__________________: 


Following our meeting on ____________, I have developed a performance plan that provides you with my 
expectations. You need to comply with these expectations at all times. We will set specific times to review 
your performance in these areas on a monthly basis. Failure to improve significantly in these areas will 
result in a decision for non-reappointment at next review or termination for cause if your actions are 
egregious.  


Behavioral Plan 
 


1. Your interaction with other faculty, students and staff will be performed in a professional and 
respectful manner.  


2. Shouting, swearing and aggressive behavior are inappropriate for an educational setting and 
should not be used. 


3. Your classes are subject to an observer being present due to student complaints about your 
actions in class related to #2. 


4. You must comply with the department’s civility statement. 
5. Further behavioral outbursts will result in disciplinary action. 


 
Research Plan  
 


1. When assigned to clinical research studies, it is expected that you will see research subjects in a 
timely manner that is consistent with the clinical research schedule. 


2. Your documentation of data must follow the approved research protocol at all times. 
3. Normal scholarly productivity expectations for the department are two publications per year. You 


have not published in the last two years.  You need to submit at least one publication this 
semester to be minimally satisfactory in research for this year. 


 
Education Plan  
 


1. You must arrive on time for your teaching assignments and must conduct class in a 
professional and prepared manner.  


2. Grades must be posted by the due date at the end of the semester. 
3. You need to seek a peer review of your teaching this semester. 
4. You must present a plan to address peer and student feedback about your teaching and 


comply with items 1 through 3 above to be minimally satisfactory in teaching for this year. 
 
Service Plan 
 


1. Attendance at department meetings is required 
2. You must be actively involved in at least one departmental or school committee and attend those 


meetings regularly. 
 
I am hopeful that we can move beyond these issues and put all of our energies to supporting the missions 
of the school and university.  
 
_______________________________   _____________________________ 


Department Chair      Faculty member 


Date:  ________________ 





